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YEAR IN REVIEW: PROPERTY

Grade A CBD rents poised
to rise next year: analysts
They cite limited
supply coming in the
next two years and
recovery in demand
By KALPANA RASHIWALA
kalpana@sph.com.sg
[SINGAPORE] Big office
leasing deals this year have
focused mostly on decentralised locations but with
very limited supply of future new projects outside
the city, the limelight is set
to return to the CBD next
year.
As much of the pre-leasing activity is expected to
be concentrated in higher-quality buildings, rent
growth is likely to be led by
Grade A space, says CBRE.
It estimates that the average monthly rental value
for Grade A (CBD Core) offices will appreciate about
8 per cent next year, followed by stronger growth
of 10-plus per cent in 2015,
fuelled by limited new supply in the next two years
and a broadbased recovery
in demand. This may extend to the financial services sector, which has
been relatively quiet this
year, said Moray Armstrong, executive director
(office services) at CBRE.
“There is a very tangible
uptick in CBD leasing activi-

Mostly in suburbs

Great expectations

2013 office leasings: some major pre-commitments*

Grade A (CBD Core) office rents

PROJECT

TENANT

The Metropolis,
North Buona Vista Drive

Shell

120,000

GROSS EFFECTIVE RENT
$PSF PER MONTH

The Metropolis

Procter & Gamble

250,000

15

The Metropolis

Neptune Orient Lines

105,000

10

The Metropolis

Singapore Exchange

80,000

Asia Square Tower 2,
Marina View

Allianz

79,000

SIZE (SQ FT)

South Beach, Beach Road Rabobank
* Deals inked before the projects received Temporary Occupation Permit

ty as we close 2013, and we
expect this momentum will
continue into next year.
While US and European
banks’ office requirements
may take longer to return,
we are seeing strengthening interest from Asia-Pacific financial institutions
and, in particular, the Japanese banks,” he added.
Agreeing, DTZ’s regional head, occupier services,
SE Asia, Angela Tan, said:
“Some major Japanese
banks such as Mizuho,
Norinchukin and SMBC are
expanding in Singapore.
We’re also seeing enquiries
from our Japan offices
about other Japanese
banks wanting to enter the
Singapore market.”

26,000

Ms Tan also expects further activity from the insurance sector, which along
with sustained demand
from professional services,
technology and social media sectors, should lend support to the office market.
According to CBRE data,
2013 is likely to end with a
2 per cent rent rise in the
average monthly rental value for Grade A (CBD Core)
office space to $9.75 psf, following stagnation in the
first three quarters at $9.55
psf. CBRE’s Grade A (CBD
Core) basket covers the
best-quality office buildings
in Raffles Place, Marina
Bay and Marina Centre.
Jones Lang LaSalle too
noted that Grade A rents in

THE Straits Times Index is down
about 3 per cent from a year ago. But
bondholders are likely to be swilling
their champagne.
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TDSR: the property
game changer
IN a year peppered with property
measures, it was a financial measure
for ensuring fiscal prudence that has
stood out as a game changer, with a
resulting overhang that is expected to
continue into 2014.
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Grade A CBD rents poised to
rise next year: analysts
BIG office leasing deals this year have
focused mostly on decentralised
locations but with very limited supply
of future new projects outside the city,
the limelight is set to return to the
CBD next year.
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No breakthrough yet on
S’pore-Japan FTA review: PM
SINGAPORE and Japan are still in the
middle of a review of their free trade
agreement, with Prime Minister Lee
Hsien Loong noting that the talks
between the two countries have yet to
produce a breakthrough.

40,000-seat stadium that will be the
new home for his QPR football club.

MALAYSIA/INDONESIA, PAGE 10

Higher inflation adds to
pressure on RBI governor
INDIA’S consumer price inflation
exceeded 11 per cent last month,
adding pressure on the central bank to
raise interest rates again.

GREATER CHINA/INDIA, PAGE 11

Unrest deals new blow to
Thai tourism industry
MORE than a month of opposition
protests in the Thai capital are taking
their toll on the kingdom’s tourism
sector, with hundreds of thousands of
travellers staying away.

WORLD NEWS, PAGE 12

Shale boom shakes UK
chemicals industry
BRITAIN's £20 billion chemicals
business is losing sales to lower-cost
competitors such as in the US, where
new supplies from shale drilling have
reduced prices for natural gas.

WORLD NEWS, PAGE 13

Bruised by scandal, UK
lawmakers reject pay rise
LEADING British lawmakers,
burdened by their reputation for
money-grabbing, are fighting this
week for the right to reject higher pay.
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Enhance RPT rules to
protect minority holders

Merkel’s SPD rival gets
toughest job in new cabinet

RULES governing related party
transactions here could be enhanced
to better protect minority investors
who end up being disadvantaged from
such transactions, says a new study.

GERMANY’S new “grand coalition”
government yesterday unveiled
Chancellor Angela Merkel’s cabinet for
her third term, with a long-time rival
to take its toughest job.
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These are busy days
for logistics firms

Another regulatory hurdle
for calls on flights

IN line with the e-commerce boom
here, logistics companies are
expecting a jump in their year-end
holiday shipment volumes.

THE US Transportation Department
said that it would consider banning
the use of cellphones on airplanes.
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Fernandes plans £10b project
in West London’s Old Oak
MALAYSIAN tycoon Tony Fernandes
is planning an ambitious £10 billion
redevelopment of the Old Oak area in
West London, anchored by a

Ban on personal devices at
work not the way to go
MOST executives don’t seek
permission for the gadgets or software
they use in their offices, and it’s time
companies stopped fighting this trend.
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Profile of occupiers for space leased in major new office developments islandwide
(2006-2012)

3.41%
Pharmaceutical
& FMCG
5.84%
Communications
& IT
12.83%
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Business services
11.71%
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$18.80
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7.75%
Other
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Source: Jones Lang LaSalle, 2013

FMCG: Fast-moving consumer goods
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THREE-MINUTE DIGEST
Another exciting year
ahead for the markets

20

Star performer missing in action

the CBD have stabilised
and started to grow over
the past year, as vacancy
levels have slowly reduced.
Many well-located, existing
Grade A buildings are now
fully let or over 95 per cent
occupied. A majority of
new lettings have been
from occupiers of less than
30,000 sq ft.
“As landlords have stabilised their occupancies,
they are now looking to
grow rents on a
case-by-case basis,” JLL
said.
“Given the current economic uncertainty, there
will be some headwinds.
However, the current low islandwide office vacancy
rate of 3.9 per cent, notable

lack of new CBD office completion in 2015, along with
Singapore’s successful positioning as a business hub in
Asean all point to positive
take-up and an upward
shift in rental,” said Chris
Archibold, head of markets
at JLL.
“The key question is
whether demand sustains
at current levels or better.”
Based on JLL’s numbers, 2013 is likely to end
with about 1-1.1 million sq
ft net increase in islandwide office demand – about
half the nearly two million
sq ft last year and at least
30 per cent shy of the
20-year average annual
take-up of 1.6 million sq ft.
“(Since 2011), the key

piece that has been missing
from the market and therefore reducing overall demand has been front-office
activity from the major financial institutions. Most of
the large international
banking & finance occupiers, which are typically responsible for the majority
of CBD demand, are fairly
static and focused on cost
saving at present,” said Mr
Archibold.
The current situation is
in contrast to the seven-year period between
2006 and 2012, when FIs
accounted for 45 per cent
of space leased in major
new office developments islandwide.
Weak demand from FIs’
front-end operations is also
behind a contraction in the
average office lease-size in
major new projects from
57,000 sq ft in 2010 to
18,700 sq ft in 2011 and
23,800 sq ft in 2012. Mr
Archibold reckons the figure for 2013 will be similar

to last year, but predicts it
will again start to increase
next year, when he expects
the islandwide net increase
in office demand to pick up
to around 1.4-1.6 million
sq ft. He cites Asean’s economic growth and Singapore’s positioning as a hub
for various industries.
Another positive for the
office market is that despite
a relatively strong pipeline
of new completions scheduled from now to 2017,
there is a notable lack of
completions in 2015.
Mr Archibold reckons
that CBD office rents,
which will end this year
about 5 per cent higher,
could climb a further 8-10
per cent in 2014. “Singapore and Asean look well
placed to take advantage of
any upside in economic cycles, but there are still
mixed messages in the office market.”
A number of FIs are looking to give up potentially up
to 500,000 sq ft of space, he
added. “If this materialises,

it may not move the needle
compared with the 63.6 million sq ft of (leasable) islandwide office stock, but it
could be a dampener on
sentiment,” Mr Archibold
said.
He declined to say
which banks were planning
to release excess space.
However, word in the market is that these include
Credit Suisse, which is
widely expected to begin its
phased exit from One Raffles Quay from next year. It
is also said to be seeking replacement tenants for some
of the space it has leased at
One@Changi City.
At Six Battery Road,
about 55,000 sq ft leased to
Standard Chartered Bank
will be available next year.
Barclays has about 50,000
sq ft of excess space in Marina Bay Financial Centre
Tower 2 already on the
market, plus around
29,000
sq ft
at
Eightrium@Changi Business Park that could be
available in March.
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Fed-focused stock market ignoring
healthy economic indicators
What Bernanke will
say will determine
the future of rally
By ROB CURRAN
LAST week, the United
States stock market had its
biggest five-session drop
since August as jitters
about Federal Reserve policy offset positive economic
data and even an unexpected budget compromise.
Whether the 2013 rally
resumes depends on whether Fed chairman Ben Bernanke goes out like Santa
Claus or Ebeneezer
Scrooge.
For much of 2013, the
outlook for central bank policy has overruled the traditional arbiters of stock market action – economic and
corporate data.
Last week was perhaps
the most extreme example
of the inverted logic of a
central bank focused market. It was as if stock traders awoke to find everything they ever dreamed of
beneath the Christmas tree,
then slunk off in the corner
crying because they feared
the central bank would
come and take them all
away. Stocks sold off not because retail sales and industrial data were bad but because they were too good.
“The retail sales
number was fantastic,”
said Joe Kinahan, chief derivatives strategist at
TDAmeritrade. Sales of
heavy items such as cars,
were particularly good,
said Mr Kinahan.
Last week, Ford Motor
said it would hire 4,000
more workers, mostly in
the US as it prepares to
launch more models. Similarly, export data from China indicated that global demand for manufactured
goods is picking up.
Strategists are talking
about a Goldilocks economy again, a balance between growth and inflation

Inverted logic: Ford said it would hire 4,000 workers, mostly in the US. Retail sales,
especially of cars, were good. But the market fell last week. PHOTO: BLOOMBERG
that means the economy is
neither “too hot nor too
cold”.
“There’s good corporate
earnings growth, an improving economic environment, (and) signs . . . investors are willing to pay up
for all this,” said Oliver Pursche, president of money
manager Gary Goldberg Financial Services.
In the last two weeks,
the risks to the stock market rally have been checked
off almost systematically.
November jobs alleviated
worries about a stagnant
jobs market; retail sales data addressed fears about
weak Black Friday sales;
most significantly, the compromise between Republican Congressman Paul Ryan and Democratic Senator
Patty Murray proved that
Congress could actually cut
spending and pass a budget, even if it wasn’t going to
solve long-term deficits
overnight.
But even the end to
three years of damaging
‘sequester’, ‘debt ceiling’
and ‘government shutdown’ brinksmanship was
deemed to be negative in a
Fed-focused stock market.
The boost to consumer and
business confidence would
motivate the Fed to start its
tapering at next week’s
meeting, according to this
interpretation.
In another example of
this inverted logic, stocks
bounced back, briefly, on
Thursday after a reported
spike in weekly unemploy-

ment claims. The only disappointment there seemed
to be the Labor Department’s warning that seasonal retail hiring often causes
volatility in weekly data at
this time of year.
Mr Kinahan, of TD
Ameritrade, said the recent
data and political developments were not radical
enough to change the Fed’s
outlook.
Overall, he said the economy is in the midst of a
“fragile” recovery, just as it
was when Mr Bernanke
first floated the “taper”
plan in May.
While several Fed officials, including Bank of Dallas Fed president Richard
Fisher, say they will push
for “tapering” at the central
bank board meeting tomorrow and on Wednesday, Mr
Kinahan and others say
they are unlikely to persuade key players such as
Mr Bernanke’s successor
Janet Yellen.
Mr Bernanke’s Fed,
which has been so supportive of the economy, is unlikely to make a drastic
move during such a critical
time of the year for an economy based on consumer
spending. The same Fed officials who are pushing for
a withdrawal of stimulus
acknowledge that inflation
is not yet a major worry.
“We do not expect the
(Fed) to announce any
change in its asset purchase programme,” said
economists at brokerage
Nomura Securities, in a

note to clients. “However, it
is possible that the (Fed)
will begin tapering at its December meeting, given that
the pace of hiring has
picked up since the end of
summer, and the unemployment rate continues to decline.”
Even if the Fed did start
tapering early, strategists
say the medium-term outlook for the stock market is
bright.
“Monetary policy is going to remain supportive,”
said Mr Pursche of Gary
Goldberg. “Investors are go-

ing to start recognising that
(interest rates) are still very
low.”
Some sceptics are invoking the “Ghost of Bubble
Past”, saying stock market
gains this year are unsustainable.
True, the broad Standard & Poor’s 500 has almost tripled in price since
its 2008 low. By the standards of recent bubbles –
oil’s ascent from roughly
US$10 a barrel in the late
1990s to more than
US$140 in 2008, gold’s
move from less than
US$275 an ounce to more
than US$1,800 in the same
decade – this means the
stock bubble, if there is
one, is only just getting
started, however.
Right now, based on options prices and other measures of market sentiment,
the only sector that registers as “overbought” is the
tech sector, said Mr Kinahan.
“And so people who are
calling for a bubble – it’s
hard to justify that terminology,” Mr Kinahan said.
This week’s Fed meeting will be the last led by
Mr Bernanke. After five
years as the bearded Santa
Claus, bearing gifts of monetary stimulus, will he exit
as Scrooge?
The answer to that question will determine whether the stock market finishes 2013 at its peak.
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–
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